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Division 61.T.1 Privileges and requirements for grant of flight instructor ratings

Regulation 61.1165

Subpart 61.T—Pilot instructor ratings
Division 61.T.1—Privileges and requirements for grant of flight
instructor ratings
61.1165 Privileges of flight instructor ratings
Subject to Subpart 61.E and regulations 61.1170 to 61.1180, a flight instructor is
authorised:
(a) to conduct flight training for:
(i) pilot licences; and
(ii) ratings on pilot licences, other than:
(A) cruise relief flight engineer type ratings; and
(B) flight examiner ratings; and
(iii) endorsements on pilot licences, other than flight examiner
endorsements; and
(b) to grant endorsements to holders of pilot licences, other than:
(i) flight examiner endorsements; and
(ii) training endorsements mentioned in Part 1 or 2 of table 61.1235; and
(iii) endorsements for which a flight test is required; and
(c) to conduct training in multi-crew cooperation; and
(d) to conduct differences training for variants of type ratings; and
(e) to conduct training to meet the general competency requirement in
regulation 61.385; and
(f) to conduct flight reviews required by this Part for ratings on pilot licences,
other than:
(i) flight examiner ratings; and
(ii) cruise relief flight engineer type ratings; and
(g) under Subdivision 61.A.3.1 (Student pilots), to approve a person to pilot an
aircraft, including for a solo flight; and
(h) to conduct dual flight checks for a student pilot; and
(i) to approve a person mentioned in regulation 61.125 (Conducting flight
activities without rating or endorsement) to pilot an aircraft for the purpose
of receiving flight training; and
(j) to approve a person mentioned in regulation 61.120 to transmit on a radio
frequency of a kind used for the purpose of ensuring the safety of air
navigation; and
(k) to assess the standard of knowledge of an applicant for a pilot licence, or a
rating on a pilot licence, in any items mentioned in the applicant’s
knowledge deficiency report.
Note:

Subpart 61.E sets out certain limitations that apply to all pilot licences, and ratings and
endorsements on pilot licences.
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Privileges and requirements for grant of flight instructor ratings Division 61.T.1

Regulation 61.1170
61.1170 Limitations on exercise of privileges of flight instructor ratings—general
(1) The holder of a flight instructor rating is authorised to exercise the privileges of
the rating in an aircraft of a particular category only if the holder has:
(a) completed the aeronautical experience; and
(b) passed the flight test;
required under regulation 61.1185 for the grant of the rating in an aircraft of that
category.
(2) The holder of a flight instructor rating is authorised to exercise the privileges of
the rating in a flight simulation training device that represents an aircraft of a
particular category only if the holder has:
(a) completed the aeronautical experience; and
(b) passed the flight test;
required under regulation 61.1185 for the grant of the rating in an aircraft of that
category.
(3) A flight instructor is authorised to conduct flight training for a pilot licence, a
rating on a pilot licence or an endorsement on an operational rating only if the
instructor is engaged to conduct the flight training by a Part 141 or 142 operator
that is authorised to conduct flight training for the licence, rating or endorsement.
(5) A flight instructor is authorised to conduct flight training in an aircraft only if the
instructor holds a medical certificate.

61.1172 Limitations on exercise of privileges of flight instructor rating—rating
granted on basis of transitional provisions
(1) This regulation applies to the holder of a flight instructor rating granted on the
basis of regulation 202.272 or 202.274.
(2) The holder is authorised to exercise the privileges of the rating on or after
1 September 2018 only if the holder:
(a) has completed an approved course of training in principles and methods of
instruction; or
(b) holds a Certificate IV in Training and Assessment; or
(c) holds a tertiary qualification in teaching.

61.1175 Limitations on exercise of privileges of flight instructor ratings—
endorsements
(1) A flight instructor is authorised to conduct flight training mentioned in column 2
of an item in table 61.1235 only if the instructor also holds the endorsement
mentioned in column 1 of the item.
(2) A flight instructor is authorised to conduct differences training for a variant of an
aircraft type only if the instructor also holds the type rating training endorsement
for the aircraft type.
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Division 61.T.1 Privileges and requirements for grant of flight instructor ratings

Regulation 61.1180
(3) A flight instructor is authorised to conduct training to meet the general
competency requirement in regulation 61.385 for a kind of aircraft only if the
instructor also holds a training endorsement that authorises the instructor to
conduct flight training in the aircraft.
(4) A flight instructor is authorised to grant an endorsement, other than a recreational
pilot licence endorsement, only if the instructor also holds a training
endorsement required to provide flight training for the endorsement.
(4A) A flight instructor is authorised to grant a recreational pilot licence endorsement
only if the instructor also holds a grade 1 or 2 training endorsement.
(5) A flight instructor is authorised to approve a student pilot to conduct a solo flight
in an aircraft of a particular category only if the instructor also holds:
(a) for the student pilot’s first solo flight in an aircraft of that category—a
grade 1 or 2 training endorsement for that aircraft category; or
(b) in any other case—a grade 1, 2 or 3 training endorsement for that aircraft
category.
(6) A flight instructor is authorised to conduct a flight review for a rating on a pilot
licence only if the instructor also holds:
(a) a grade 1 training endorsement; or
(b) a grade 2 training endorsement; or
(c) the training endorsement required to conduct flight training for the rating.
(7) A flight instructor is authorised to make an assessment of a knowledge
deficiency report for an applicant for a flight crew licence or rating only if the
instructor also holds a grade 2 training endorsement.

61.1180 Limitations on exercise of privileges of flight instructor ratings—
instructor proficiency check
(1) The holder of a flight instructor rating is authorised to exercise the privileges of
the rating only if the holder has a valid instructor proficiency check.
(2) For subregulation (1), the holder is taken to have a valid instructor proficiency
check during the following periods:
(a) the period from when the holder passes the flight test for the rating to the
end of the 12th month after the month in which the holder passes the flight
test;
(b) if:
(i) the holder passes the flight test for a training endorsement; and
(ii) the flight test is conducted more than 6 months after the holder passes
the flight test for the rating;
the period from when the holder passes the flight test for the endorsement
to the end of the 24th month after the month in which the holder passes the
flight test for the endorsement;
(c) if the holder successfully completes an operator proficiency check that
covers operations under the rating and that is conducted by a flight
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Regulation 61.1185
examiner who holds a flight instructor rating flight test endorsement—the
period from when the holder successfully completes the check to the end of
the 24th month after the month in which the holder successfully completes
the check;
(d) if:
(i) the holder is successfully participating in an operator’s training and
checking system for an operation under the rating; and
(ii) the operator holds an approval under regulation 61.040 for the system
for this subregulation;
the period during which the holder is successfully participating in the
system;
(e) if the holder successfully completes an instructor proficiency check—the
period from when the holder successfully completes the check to the end of
the 24th month after the month in which the holder successfully completes
the check;
(f) if:
(i) the holder is taken to have a valid instructor proficiency check under
any of paragraphs (a) to (e) (the existing check); and
(ii) within 3 months before the validity of the existing check expires, the
holder successfully completes an instructor proficiency check;
the period from when the validity of the existing check expires to the end
of the 24th month after the validity of the existing check expires.
(3) However, if, at any time, the holder attempts, but does not successfully complete,
an instructor proficiency check, the holder is no longer taken to have a valid
instructor proficiency check.
(4) For paragraphs (2)(e) and (f), the holder successfully completes an instructor
proficiency check if:
(a) the instructor proficiency check is conducted in an aircraft or an approved
flight simulation training device for the proficiency check; and
(b) a person mentioned in subregulation (5) assesses the holder’s competency
to conduct flight training as meeting the standards mentioned in the Part 61
Manual of Standards for a flight instructor rating; and
(c) the person endorses the holder’s licence document to the effect that the
holder has completed the instructor proficiency check on the date stated.
(5) For paragraph (4)(b), the persons are as follows:
(a) CASA;
(b) a flight examiner;
(c) the holder of an approval under regulation 61.040 to conduct the
proficiency check.

61.1185 Requirements for grant of flight instructor ratings
(1) An applicant for a flight instructor rating must:
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Regulation 61.1185
(a) hold a private pilot licence, commercial pilot licence or air transport pilot
licence; and
(b) meet the requirements for the grant of at least one training endorsement.
Note: Paragraph (a) is satisfied if the applicant holds a certificate of validation of an overseas
flight crew licence that is equivalent to a private pilot licence, commercial pilot licence
or air transport pilot licence: see item 36 of Part 2 of the Dictionary.

(2) The applicant must also have:
(a) passed the aeronautical knowledge examination for the flight instructor
rating; and
(b) completed flight training for the rating; and
(c) passed the flight test mentioned in the Part 61 Manual of Standards for the
flight instructor rating; and
(d) met the following aeronautical experience requirements in an aircraft of the
same category as the aircraft used for the flight test:
(i) if the aircraft used for the flight test is a helicopter:
(A) at least 250 hours flight time as a pilot; and
(B) at least 100 hours flight time as pilot in command;
(ii) in any other case:
(A) at least 200 hours flight time as a pilot; and
(B) at least 100 hours flight time as pilot in command.
Note 1:

For paragraph (a), for the conduct of aeronautical knowledge examinations, see
Division 61.B.3.

Note 2:

For paragraph (b), for the requirements for flight training, see Division 61.B.2.

Note 3:

For paragraph (c), for the conduct of flight tests, see Division 61.B.4.

Note 4:

For paragraph (d), for the determination of a person’s flight time and other aeronautical
experience, see Division 61.A.2.

(3) The applicant is taken to meet the requirements mentioned in paragraphs (2)(c)
and (d) if the applicant:
(a) holds:
(i) a commercial pilot licence with a helicopter category rating; and
(ii) a low-level rating and a helicopter low-level endorsement; and
(iii) one of the following combinations:
(A) a night VFR rating and a helicopter night VFR endorsement;
(B) an instrument rating and a single-engine helicopter instrument
endorsement;
(C) an instrument rating and a multi-engine helicopter instrument
endorsement; and
(b) completed his or her flight training for the licence in an integrated training
course; and
(c) has passed the flight test mentioned in the Part 61 Manual of Standards for
the flight instructor rating in a helicopter.
(3A) The applicant is taken to meet the requirements mentioned in
subparagraph (2)(d)(ii) if the applicant has:
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Regulation 61.1185
(a) completed an integrated training course for the grant of a commercial pilot
licence with the aircraft category rating for the same category of aircraft as
used for the flight test for the applicant’s flight instructor rating; and
(b) met the requirements for the grant of the licence with that aircraft category
rating.
(4) The applicant must also:
(a) have completed an approved course of training in principles and methods
of instruction; or
(b) hold a Certificate IV in Training and Assessment; or
(c) hold a tertiary qualification in teaching.
(5) An applicant to whom subregulation (3) or (3A) does not apply must meet the
aeronautical experience requirements mentioned in paragraph (2)(d) before
starting the flight training mentioned in paragraph (2)(b).
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Regulation 61.1190

Division 61.T.2—Privileges and requirements for grant of simulator
instructor ratings
61.1190 Privileges of simulator instructor ratings
Subject to Subpart 61.E and regulations 61.1195 to 61.1205, a simulator
instructor is authorised:
(a) to conduct flight training in a flight simulation training device or tethered
helicopter for the grant of:
(i) pilot licences; and
(ii) ratings on pilot licences, other than:
(A) cruise relief flight engineer type ratings; and
(B) flight examiner ratings; and
(iii) endorsements on pilot licences, other than flight examiner
endorsements; and
(b) to grant endorsements to holders of pilot licences, other than:
(i) flight examiner endorsements; and
(ii) training endorsements mentioned in Part 1 or 2 of table 61.1235; and
(iii) recreational pilot licence endorsements; and
(iv) endorsements for which a flight test is required; and
(c) to conduct training in multi-crew cooperation; and
(d) to conduct differences training for variants of type ratings; and
(e) to conduct training to meet the general competency requirement in
regulation 61.385; and
(f) to conduct flight reviews required by this Part for ratings on pilot licences,
other than:
(i) flight examiner ratings; and
(ii) cruise relief flight engineer type ratings; and
(g) to approve a person mentioned in regulation 61.120 to transmit on a radio
frequency of a kind used for the purpose of ensuring the safety of air
navigation; and
(h) to assess the standard of knowledge of an applicant for a pilot licence, or a
rating on a pilot licence, in any items listed in the applicant’s knowledge
deficiency report.
Note:

Subpart 61.E sets out certain limitations that apply to all pilot licences, and ratings and
endorsements on pilot licences.

61.1195 Limitations on exercise of privileges of simulator instructor ratings—
general
(1) The holder of a simulator instructor rating is authorised to exercise the privileges
of the rating in a flight simulation training device that represents an aircraft of a
particular category only if the instructor has passed the flight test required under
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Regulation 61.1197
regulation 61.1210 for the rating in a flight simulation training device that
represents an aircraft of that category.
(2) A simulator instructor is authorised to conduct flight training for a pilot licence, a
rating on a pilot licence or an endorsement on an operational rating only if the
instructor is engaged to conduct the flight training by a Part 141 or 142 operator
that is authorised to conduct the flight training.
(3) A simulator instructor is authorised to conduct flight training for the grant of an
endorsement mentioned in column 1 of an item in Part 2 or 3 of table 61.1235
only if the instructor has conducted at least 50 hours of flight training in the
activity covered by the endorsement.

61.1197 Limitations on exercise of privileges of simulator instructor rating—
rating granted on basis of transitional provisions
(1) This regulation applies to the holder of a simulator instructor rating granted on
the basis of regulation 202.272 or 202.274.
(2) The holder is authorised to exercise the privileges of the rating on or after
1 September 2018 only if the holder:
(a) has completed an approved course of training in principles and methods of
instruction; or
(b) holds a Certificate IV in Training and Assessment; or
(c) holds a tertiary qualification in teaching.

61.1200 Limitations on exercise of privileges of simulator instructor ratings—
endorsements
(1) A simulator instructor is authorised to conduct flight training mentioned in
column 2 of an item in table 61.1235 only if the instructor also holds the
endorsement mentioned in column 1 of the item.
(2) A simulator instructor is authorised to conduct differences training for a variant
of an aircraft type only if the instructor also holds the type rating training
endorsement for the aircraft type.
(3) A simulator instructor is authorised to conduct training to meet the general
competency requirement in regulation 61.385 for a kind of aircraft only if the
instructor also holds a training endorsement that authorises the instructor to
conduct flight training in the aircraft.
(4) A simulator instructor is authorised to grant an endorsement only if the instructor
also holds the training endorsement required to provide flight training for the
endorsement.
(5) A simulator instructor is authorised to conduct a flight review for a rating on a
pilot licence only if the instructor also holds:
(a) a grade 1 training endorsement; or
(b) a grade 2 training endorsement; or
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Regulation 61.1205
(c) the training endorsement required to provide flight training for the rating.
(6) A simulator instructor is authorised to make an assessment of a knowledge
deficiency report for an applicant for a flight crew licence or rating only if the
instructor also holds a grade 2 training endorsement.

61.1205 Limitations on exercise of privileges of simulator instructor ratings—
instructor proficiency check
(1) The holder of a simulator instructor rating is authorised to exercise the privileges
of the rating only if the holder has a valid instructor proficiency check.
(2) For subregulation (1), the holder is taken to have a valid instructor proficiency
check during the following periods:
(a) the period from when the holder passes the flight test for the rating to the
end of the 12th month after the month in which the holder passes the flight
test;
(b) if:
(i) the holder passes the flight test for a training endorsement; and
(ii) the flight test is conducted more than 6 months after the holder passes
the flight test for the rating;
the period from when the holder passes the flight test for the endorsement
to the end of the 24th month after the month in which the holder passes the
flight test for the endorsement;
(c) if the holder successfully completes an operator proficiency check that
covers operations under the rating and that is conducted by a flight
examiner who holds a pilot instructor rating flight test endorsement—the
period from when the holder successfully completes the check to the end of
the 24th month after the month in which the holder successfully completes
the check;
(d) if:
(i) the holder is successfully participating in an operator’s training and
checking system for an operation under the rating; and
(ii) the operator holds an approval under regulation 61.040 for the system
for this subregulation;
the period during which the holder is successfully participating in the
system;
(e) if the holder successfully completes an instructor proficiency check—the
period from when the holder successfully completes the check to the end of
the 24th month after the month in which the holder successfully completes
the check;
(f) if:
(i) the holder is taken to have a valid instructor proficiency check under
any of paragraphs (a) to (e) (the existing check); and
(ii) within 3 months before the validity of the existing check expires, the
holder successfully completes an instructor proficiency check;
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Regulation 61.1210
the period from when the validity of the existing check expires to the end
of the 24th month after the validity of the existing check expires.
(3) However, if, at any time, the holder attempts, but does not successfully complete,
an instructor proficiency check, the holder is no longer taken to have a valid
instructor proficiency check.
(4) For paragraphs (2)(e) and (f), the holder successfully completes an instructor
proficiency check if:
(a) the instructor proficiency check is conducted in an approved flight
simulation training device for the proficiency check; and
(b) a person mentioned in subregulation (5) assesses the holder’s competency
to conduct flight training as meeting the standards mentioned in the Part 61
Manual of Standards for a simulator instructor rating; and
(c) the person endorses the holder’s licence document to the effect that the
holder has completed the instructor proficiency check on the date stated.
(5) For paragraph (4)(b), the persons are as follows:
(a) CASA;
(b) a flight examiner;
(c) the holder of an approval under regulation 61.040 to conduct the
proficiency check.

61.1210 Requirements for grant of simulator instructor ratings
(1) An applicant for a simulator instructor rating must:
(a) hold a commercial pilot licence or air transport pilot licence; and
(b) meet the requirements for the grant of at least one training endorsement.
Note: Paragraph (a) is satisfied if the applicant holds a certificate of validation of an overseas
flight crew licence that is equivalent to a commercial pilot licence or air transport pilot
licence: see item 36 of Part 2 of the Dictionary.

(2) The applicant must also have:
(a) passed the aeronautical knowledge examination for the simulator instructor
rating; and
(b) completed flight training for the rating; and
(c) passed the flight test mentioned in the Part 61 Manual of Standards for the
simulator instructor rating.
Note 1:

For paragraph (a), for the conduct of aeronautical knowledge examinations, see
Division 61.B.3.

Note 2:

For paragraph (b), for the requirements for flight training, see Division 61.B.2.

Note 3:

For paragraph (c), for the conduct of flight tests, see Division 61.B.4.

(3) The applicant must also:
(a) have completed an approved course of training in principles and methods
of instruction; or
(b) hold a Certificate IV in Training and Assessment; or
(c) hold a tertiary qualification in teaching.
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(4) Despite paragraph 61.245(1)(a), the flight test must be conducted in an approved
flight simulation training device for the flight test.
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Division 61.T.3—Obligations of pilot instructors
61.1215 Obligations of pilot instructors—training
(1) A pilot instructor commits an offence if:
(a) the instructor conducts:
(i) flight training for an aircraft class rating, pilot type rating or cruise
relief co-pilot type rating; or
(ii) differences training;
in an aircraft; and
(b) regulation 61.205 prohibits the conduct of the training in the aircraft.
Penalty: 50 penalty units.
(2) An offence against this regulation is an offence of strict liability.

61.1220 Obligations of pilot instructors—flight reviews
(1) A pilot instructor commits an offence if:
(a) the instructor conducts a flight review for the holder of a pilot licence; and
(b) the holder successfully completes the flight review; and
(c) the instructor does not, within 14 days after the day the flight review is
successfully completed:
(i) endorse the holder’s licence document in accordance with
subregulation (2); and
(ii) give CASA a written notice that complies with subregulation (3).
Penalty: 50 penalty units.
(2) For subparagraph (1)(c)(i), the following details must be endorsed on the licence
document:
(a) a statement to the effect that the holder has successfully completed the
flight review;
(b) the date on which the flight review was successfully completed;
(c) the rating for which the flight review was conducted.
(3) For subparagraph (1)(c)(ii), the notice must state the following:
(a) the holder’s name and ARN;
(b) that the holder has successfully completed the flight review;
(c) the date on which the flight review was successfully completed;
(d) the rating for which the flight review was conducted;
(e) if the flight review was conducted in an aircraft—the aircraft’s nationality
and registration marks;
(f) if the flight review was conducted in a flight simulator—the identifying
number for the flight simulator stated on its flight simulator qualification
certificate.
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(4) An offence against this regulation is an offence of strict liability.

61.1225 Obligations of pilot instructors—student pilots
(1) A flight instructor commits an offence if:
(a) the instructor approves a person to pilot an aircraft as a student pilot; and
(b) the approval is to pilot the aircraft in a way that is not authorised by the
following provisions:
(i) paragraph 61.112(1)(c) or (2)(c) (Flying as a student pilot);
(ii) regulation 61.113 (General requirements for student pilots);
(iii) regulation 61.114 (Solo flights—medical certificate requirements for
student pilots);
(iv) regulation 61.115 (Solo flights—recent experience requirements for
student pilots).
Penalty: 50 penalty units.
(2) A flight instructor commits an offence if:
(a) the instructor approves a person (the student) to conduct a solo flight as a
student pilot; and
(b) the instructor is not satisfied that the student:
(i) has been briefed appropriately for the flight; and
(ii) is capable of conducting the flight safely; and
(iii) meets the requirement mentioned in subregulation (3).
Penalty: 50 penalty units.
(3) For subparagraph (2)(b)(iii), the requirement is that:
(a) the student has been assessed by CASA or an examiner as meeting the
general English language proficiency standard mentioned in the Part 61
Manual of Standards; or
(b) the student has completed an approved course of training in English
language proficiency.
(4) A flight instructor commits an offence if:
(a) the instructor approves a person (the student) to conduct a solo flight of a
kind mentioned in subregulation (5) as a student pilot for the first time; and
(b) the instructor is not satisfied that the student:
(i) has completed the training specified by the authorising Part 141 or
142 operator for the conduct of a solo flight of that kind by a student
pilot; and
(ii) has been assessed by the Part 141 or 142 operator as competent to
conduct the solo flight; and
(c) for a cross-country flight or night flight—the student has not completed at
least 2 hours of dual instrument time, 1 hour of which is conducted during
dual instrument flight time.
Penalty: 50 penalty units.
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(5) For subregulation (4), the kinds of solo flight are as follows:
(a) a circuit training flight;
(b) a flight between an aerodrome and the flight training area for the
aerodrome;
(c) a cross-country flight;
(d) a night flight.
(6) An offence against subregulation (1) is an offence of strict liability.
(7) In this regulation:
authorising Part 141 or 142 operator, in relation to an instructor approving a
solo flight, means the Part 141 or 142 operator who authorised the instructor to
approve the solo flight.

61.1227 Obligations of pilot instructors—approval to operate aircraft radio
(1) A pilot instructor commits an offence if:
(a) the instructor approves a person who does not hold a flight crew licence, or
who holds a recreational pilot licence but does not hold a flight radio
endorsement, (the student) to transmit on a radio frequency of a kind used
for the purpose of ensuring the safety of air navigation; and
(b) the student does not meet the requirement mentioned in subregulation (2).
Penalty: 50 penalty units.
(2) For paragraph (1)(b), the requirement is that:
(a) the student has been assessed by CASA or an examiner as meeting the
general English language proficiency standard mentioned in the Part 61
Manual of Standards; or
(b) the student has completed an approved course of training in English
language proficiency.
(3) An offence against this regulation is an offence of strict liability.

61.1230 Obligations of pilot instructors—records of activities conducted
independently of Part 141 or 142 operator
(1) A pilot instructor commits an offence if:
(a) the instructor conducts a flight review or a session of flight training for a
flight crew endorsement, other than an endorsement on an operational
rating; and
(b) the training is not conducted on behalf of a Part 141 or 142 operator; and
(c) a record of the training is not made within 7 days after the session.
Penalty: 50 penalty units.
(2) A pilot instructor commits an offence if the instructor does not retain a record
made under subregulation (1) for at least 7 years after the day the record is made.
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Penalty: 50 penalty units.
(3) An offence against this regulation is an offence of strict liability.
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Division 61.T.4—Privileges and requirements for grant of training
endorsements
61.1235 Kinds of training endorsement
The kinds of training endorsement are set out in column 1 of table 61.1235.
Table 61.1235
Item

Training endorsements
Column 2
Activities authorised

Column 1
Endorsement

Column 3
Requirements

Part 1—Training for licences and aircraft ratings
1

2

Grade 1 training
endorsement
(category specific)

Activities authorised by a grade
2 training endorsement
Supervise holders of grade 2 and
grade 3 training endorsements in
the conduct of flight training in
an aircraft of the specified
category

Grade 2 training
endorsement

Activities authorised by grade 3
training endorsement

(category specific)

Approve a student pilot to
conduct a solo flight in an
aircraft of the specified category
Conduct flight training for an
aircraft class rating for aircraft of
the specified category
Assess a knowledge deficiency
report for the grant of a pilot
licence or rating

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence with
the specified aircraft category
rating
Grade 2 training endorsement
At least 500 hours of flight
time conducting initial flight
training in an aircraft of the
specified category
Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence with
the specified aircraft category
rating
Grade 3 training endorsement
At least 200 hours of flight
time conducting initial flight
training in an aircraft of the
specified category
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Table 61.1235
Item
3

Training endorsements

Column 1
Endorsement

Column 2
Activities authorised

Column 3
Requirements

Grade 3 training
endorsement

Conduct flight training for the
specified aircraft category rating

(category specific,
other than aeroplanes)

Conduct flight training for a
recreational pilot licence, private
pilot licence or commercial pilot
licence, other than basic
instrument flight training

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence with
the specified aircraft category
rating

Conduct flight training for a
recreational pilot licence
endorsement
Approve a student pilot to
conduct a solo flight in an
aircraft of the specified category,
other than the student’s first solo
flight in an aircraft of that
category
Conduct flight training for a
single-engine aircraft class rating
for aircraft of the specified
category
3A

Grade 3 training
endorsement
(aeroplane)

Conduct flight training for the
aeroplane category rating
Conduct flight training for a
recreational pilot licence, private
pilot licence or commercial pilot
licence, other than basic
instrument flight training

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence with
the aeroplane category rating
Spinning flight activity
endorsement

Conduct flight training for a
recreational pilot licence
endorsement
Approve a student pilot to
conduct a solo flight in an
aeroplane, other than the
student’s first solo flight in an
aeroplane
Conduct flight training for a
single-engine aeroplane class
rating
4

Multi-crew pilot
training endorsement

Conduct flight training for a
multi-crew pilot licence or air
transport pilot licence

Commercial pilot licence and
instrument rating, or air
transport pilot licence

Conduct training in multi-crew
cooperation

At least 100 hours of
aeronautical experience in
multi-crew operations
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Table 61.1235
Item
5

Training endorsements

Column 1
Endorsement

Column 2
Activities authorised

Column 3
Requirements

Type rating training
endorsement

Conduct flight training for the
pilot type rating or cruise relief
co-pilot type rating for aircraft of
the specified type

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence

(type specific)

Pilot type rating for the
specified aircraft type

Conduct differences training for
variants of the specified aircraft
type
6

Class rating training
endorsement (class
specific)

Conduct flight training for the
aircraft class rating for the
specified class

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence
Aircraft class rating for the
specified class
At least 50 hours of
aeronautical experience as
pilot of an aircraft of the
specified class

7

Design feature
training endorsement

Conduct flight training for any
design feature endorsement that
the holder holds
Part 2—Training for operational ratings

Private pilot licence,
commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence

8

Instrument rating
training endorsement

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence

(category specific)

Conduct flight training for an
instrument rating, private
instrument rating, instrument
endorsement or private
instrument endorsement in an
aircraft of the specified category
Conduct basic instrument flight
training for an aircraft of the
specified category

9

Night VFR rating
training endorsement
(category specific)

Conduct flight training for a
night VFR rating or night VFR
endorsement in an aircraft of the
specified category
Conduct basic instrument flight
training for an aircraft of the
specified category

10

Night vision imaging
system rating training
endorsement

Conduct flight training for a
night vision imaging system
rating or night vision imaging
system endorsement

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence
At least 20 hours of
aeronautical experience at
night as pilot of an aircraft

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence
Night vision imaging system
rating
At least 50 hours experience
using a night vision imaging
system
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Table 61.1235
Item
11

Training endorsements

Column 1
Endorsement

Column 2
Activities authorised

Column 3
Requirements

Low-level rating
training endorsement

Conduct flight training for a
low-level rating in an aircraft of
the specified category

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence

(category specific)

Low-level rating

Conduct flight training for a
low-level endorsement, except
an endorsement mentioned in
item 8 or 9 of table 61.1075, for
the specified aircraft category
12

13

14

Aerial application
rating (day) training
endorsement

Conduct flight training for an
aerial application rating in an
aircraft of the specified category

(category specific)

Conduct flight training for an
aerial application endorsement
mentioned in Part 1 or 2 of table
61.1120 for the specified aircraft
category

Aerial application rating
Aerial application
endorsement for the specified
aircraft category
At least 100 hours of
aeronautical experience in
aerial application operations
below 500 ft AGL

Aerial application
rating (night) training
endorsement

Conduct flight training for an
aerial application rating in an
aircraft of the specified category

(category specific)

Conduct flight training for an
aerial application endorsement
mentioned in Part 3 of table
61.1120 for the specified aircraft
category

Instructor rating
training endorsement

Conduct flight training for a
flight instructor rating, simulator
instructor rating or training
endorsement in an aircraft of the
specified category

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence

Conduct flight training for a
class rating (multi-engine
aeroplane) training endorsement

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence with
aeroplane category rating

(category specific)

15

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence

Multi-engine
aeroplane class rating
instructor training
endorsement

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence
Aerial application rating
Night aerial application
endorsement for the specified
aircraft category

Grade 1 training endorsement
(aeroplane) or type rating
training endorsement for a
type of multi-engine
aeroplane
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Table 61.1235
Item

Training endorsements
Column 2
Activities authorised

Column 1
Endorsement

Column 3
Requirements

Part 3—Training for flight activity and low-level endorsements
16

Sling operations
training endorsement

Conduct flight training for a
sling operations endorsement

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence with
helicopter category rating
Low-level rating
Sling operations endorsement

17

Winch and rappelling
operations training
endorsement

Conduct flight training for a
winch and rappelling operations
endorsement

Commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence with
helicopter category rating
Low-level rating
Winch and rappelling
operations endorsement

18

Spinning training
endorsement

Conduct flight training for a
spinning flight activity
endorsement

Private pilot licence,
commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence
Spinning flight activity
endorsement

19

20

Aerobatics training
endorsement

Formation (aeroplane)
training endorsement

Conduct flight training for any
of the following endorsements:
(a) aerobatics flight activity
endorsement;
(b) aerobatics (1 500) flight
activity endorsement;
(c) aerobatics (500) flight
activity endorsement;
(d) aerobatics (unlimited) flight
activity endorsement;
(e) formation aerobatics flight
activity endorsement

Private pilot licence,
commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence

Conduct flight training for a
formation flying (aeroplane)
flight activity endorsement

Private pilot licence,
commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence with
aeroplane category rating

Spinning flight activity
endorsement
Aerobatics flight activity
endorsement

Formation flying (aeroplane)
flight activity endorsement
21

Formation
(helicopter) training
endorsement

Conduct flight training for a
formation flying (helicopter)
flight activity endorsement

Private pilot licence,
commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence with
helicopter category rating
Formation flying (helicopter)
flight activity endorsement
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Table 61.1235
Item
22

Training endorsements

Column 1
Endorsement

Column 2
Activities authorised

Column 3
Requirements

Formation aerobatics
training endorsement

Conduct flight training for a
formation aerobatics flight
activity endorsement

Private pilot licence,
commercial pilot licence or
air transport pilot licence with
aeroplane category rating
Formation aerobatics flight
activity endorsement

61.1240 Privileges of training endorsements
(1) Subject to Subpart 61.E, Divisions 61.T.1 and 61.T.2 and regulations 61.1245 to
61.1247, the holder of an endorsement mentioned in column 1 of an item in
table 61.1235 is authorised to:
(a) conduct the activities mentioned in column 2 of the item; and
(b) grant an endorsement mentioned in column 2 of the item that does not
require a flight test.
Note:

Subpart 61.E sets out certain limitations that apply to all pilot licences, and ratings and
endorsements on pilot licences.

(2) However, the holder of a grade 3 training endorsement is not authorised to grant
a recreational pilot licence endorsement.

61.1245 Limitations on exercise of privileges of training endorsements—general
(1) The holder of an endorsement mentioned in column 1 of an item in table 61.1235
is authorised to conduct an activity mentioned in column 2 of the item in an
aircraft only if the holder is authorised to exercise the privileges of each licence,
rating or endorsement mentioned in column 3 of the item in the aircraft.
(2) The holder of an endorsement mentioned in column 1 of an item in table 61.1235
is authorised to conduct an activity mentioned in column 2 of the item in a flight
simulation training device only if the holder holds each licence, rating or
endorsement mentioned in column 3 of the item.

61.1246 Limitations on exercise of privileges of grade 3 training endorsements
(1) The holder of a grade 3 training endorsement is authorised to conduct an activity
mentioned in column 2 of item 3 or 3A in table 61.1235 only if the holder is
acting under the supervision of the holder of a grade 1 training endorsement.
(2) The holder of a grade 3 training endorsement is authorised to pilot an aircraft in
the exercise of the privileges of the endorsement only by day under the VFR.
(3) The holder of a grade 3 training endorsement (helicopter) is authorised to
conduct flight training involving a simulated engine failure only if the holder has
completed at least 100 hours of flight training under the endorsement.
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61.1247 Limitations on exercise of privileges of low level training endorsements
The holder of a low-level training endorsement is authorised to conduct flight
training for a low-level endorsement only if the holder:
(a) holds the low-level endorsement; and
(b) has at least 5 hours aeronautical experience conducting the activity
authorised by the low-level endorsement.

61.1248 Limitation on exercise of privileges of helicopter grade 2 training
endorsements
The holder of a grade 2 training endorsement (helicopter) that is granted on the
basis of regulation 202.272 is authorised to conduct the activities mentioned in
column 2 of item 2 of table 61.1235 only if the holder meets the requirements
mentioned in column 3 of the item.

61.1250 Requirements for grant of training endorsements
(1) An applicant for an endorsement mentioned in an item in table 61.1235 must
hold:
(a) an instructor rating; and
(b) each other licence, rating or endorsement (if any) mentioned in column 3 of
the item.
Note:

Subregulation (1) is satisfied, in relation to a required licence, rating or endorsement, if
the applicant holds a certificate of validation of an overseas flight crew licence, rating
or endorsement that is equivalent to the required licence, rating or endorsement: see
item 36 of Part 2 of the Dictionary.

(2) The applicant must also have:
(a) met the aeronautical experience requirements (if any) mentioned in
column 3 of the item; and
(b) completed flight training for the endorsement; and
(c) passed the flight test mentioned in the Part 61 Manual of Standards for the
endorsement; and
(d) for an applicant for a multi-crew pilot training endorsement—completed an
approved course of training in multi-crew co-operation.
Note 1:

For paragraph (a), for the determination of a person’s flight time and other aeronautical
experience, see Division 61.A.2.

Note 2:

For paragraph (b), for the requirements for flight training, see Division 61.B.2.

Note 3:

For paragraph (c), for the conduct of flight tests, see Division 61.B.4.

(3) Despite paragraph 61.245(1)(a), the flight test (if any) may be conducted in an approved
flight simulation training device for the flight test.
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